The fast stretch on the River Tone
This part of the River Tone is best known for its fantastic Chub fishing.
TAA Controlled water
Pegs. (The pegs numbers are not permanent pegs. But just a guide when looking at match reports)

Obridge to the wires pegs 11-19 middle section
From the Obridge downstream the River takes on a different look with a series of Stoney weirs leading
into long smooth trotting water. Dropping away at the end of each run into the next weir.
The tactics being the same as the top section. You could also use a pole in some of the pegs tight over
to the far bank. Tip fishing can be very productive if there is some extra water pushing though.
There are also some good Roach Dace & Grayling fishing in the shallow faster runs.
Summer 4 winter 4

The wires to westwood fencing pegs 19-27 Lower section
The bottom end of the fast stretch holds some of the deepest water. Offering the best
fishing at the start of the season throughout the summer months.

Firepool to Obridge pegs 1-10 Top end
This section has lovely trotting water with the average depth being around 3ft. Ideal for the
stick float or an Avon.
4lb (0.15) main line with a 3lb (0.14) bottom hooks something like a Kamasan B711 or B560
in a size from 14-18
Taunton Angling has the fishing rights of both banks. Right down to Bathpool Bridge.
But fishing is predominantly done from the southern bank.
Summer 3 Winter 5*

P
Please contact the
Club or a local
tackle shop for the
Gate Code!

The lower the water levels get the fish tend to hold up under the weirs making it perfect
for pole.
Baits for all sections.
The best bait on the fast stretch is Maggots Red, Bronze and white.
Bread is also very good towards the end of the season.

